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Remember what was good about the suburbs?
Simple family homes with ample outdoor space
to garden, play, entertain or relax . . . This ideal
is no longer confined to outer urban areas. New,
adaptable and innovative homes with space to
live and play are being created in the suburbs
and inner-city.
Stuart Harrison, along with some of our best
architects, challenges the notion that we must
choose between amenity and outdoor space,
between small city apartments and huge houses
miles from anywhere.
New Suburban showcases thirty houses that
offer brilliant alternatives through intelligent
and original architecture: new houses plus
imaginative makeovers in both city and suburb.
All value light, openness and the outdoors, while
providing ample space for families in energyefficient, flexible and beautiful dwellings.
In A Place in the Sun and Forty-six Square
Metres of Land Doesn’t Normally Become a House,
Stuart Harrison championed sustainable and
efficient houses. Now he rediscovers what’s best
in suburbia and re-envisions housing that is
exciting, adaptable, attractive and sustainable
for communities of the future.

OLD EDWARDIAN,
NEW PAVILION

Brick is a key material in this project – it is used for
both the existing and new parts of this house. We are
in Prahran, one of the older parts of Melbourne’s great
suburban expansion to the south-east, which started
150 years ago and continues to this day. The original
house is an Edwardian red-brick cottage, with its bricks
laid in the traditional way, in the stretcher or running
bond method. In contrast, the new house uses lightcoloured bricks turned on their side, but still in an
interlocking stretcher bond. Using brick in this way
allows for smoother corners, so the bricks read as a
continuous band that wraps along and across the site.
It’s a long and relatively thin site of 9 metres,
somewhere between the size of a single- and doublefronted house. This type of site is well exploited by the
Edwardian house, which typically does not run boundary to boundary, allowing space down at least one side
of the building. This is true here, for both the original
house and the new extension, and only the middle of
the site is boundary to boundary for a few metres. This
approach allows light in throughout the house, and
prevents a sense that outdoor spaces start at a clearly
defined line.

The house has three outdoor spaces – the densely landscaped front
yard, the paved backyard and a small lusciously planted light court that
brings greenery right into the heart of the house, the kitchen.
Space can be defined through furniture, not just walls, and here the
main lounge space is formed through a wonderful light tan built-in leather
couch that wraps around three sides. The couch follows the line of the
curving glass that visually connects inside and out, and the whole family
and many guests can sit here, gathered on three sides facing the fireplace.
The lounge space is almost a pavilion in the rear yard, pushed up against
the southern boundary, allowing north light to fill the space, shaded by
the overhanging brick fascia above. In the dining area, up against the
boundary, are bar and study niches, which can be revealed through an
ornate perforated white screen sliding across.
In a family dwelling, service spaces can be just as important as living
spaces, and here the utility spaces are clustered together in the middle
of the house – bathroom, ensuite, pantry and laundry, with the latter
having a door to the outside for drying clothes in the sideway. These
small rooms also allow for critical storage, which is so often not adequately catered for in dwellings, and is always better built in than added
on with furniture later.

OPPOSITE: The perimeter couch,
a welcome and generous
place to gather, wraps around
three sides of the space.
BELOW: A bar and study
niche are hidden by a
perforated sliding screen.

BELOW: A rounded black-glazed
brick kitchen wall separates
a cosy linear sitting room.
OPPOSITE: A small lusciously planted
courtyard offers greenery and
brings light deep into the interior.

The downtime of family life – hanging out and watching TV – has also
been considered. Behind the rounded, black-glazed brick kitchen wall is
a linear sitting room, a cosy and intimate space that is connected to the
rear yard. Glazed sliding doors from here and from the dining space link
the interior and exterior spaces. The rear garden’s hard landscaping suits
young children and is ideal for playing and running around. The yard finishes in a deep blue plunge pool, a family favourite.
Flexibility is ensured through a studio space at the back of the site,
above a garage facing onto a rear lane. The studio consists of a decentsized room, storage area and bathroom, thus making it flexible for a
number of uses. It serves as a fourth, or guest bedroom, but can work as a
home office or several other options, as it is accessed by an external stair.
As the only first-floor element, the studio has to deal with overlooking
neighbouring gardens and sun from the west-facing glazing. These issues
are dealt with through a fluid curving screen of vertical timber battens
that ripples around the exterior of the first floor. The battens are denser
at some points to provide visual screening, floating nimbly over the pool
and brickwork below.

